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A solid marketing foundation is the basis for a good brief. The brief should demonstrate

and explain your business, product, customers and objectives for the campaign or

activity. In general, we’d recommend developing standard briefing documents. A

brief for general use, and a short form brief for simple projects with a fast turn-around.

You’ll find that once developed the briefing document can become an essential

reference tool for many people in the organisation, documenting major marketing

elements such as product positioning and messaging. The brief is also a great starting

point for other activities such as developing training materials, sales presentations and

product support plans. It can help make sure everyone is aligned and pulling in the

right direction at all points of customer contact.

Of course, the brief doesn’t always have to be this detailed, but a thorough briefing

document for new product introductions in a B2B market may contain the following:

1. Business, Product or Campaign name

2. Target Market(s)

- Size

- Market dynamics

3. Target Audience

- Job Title

- Function

- Psychographic profile –’what makes these people tick? What are their frustrations?’

4. Competitors

- The companies

- Their products

- How they position themselves
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5. Product

- Outline product features and customer benefits (What problems does this

product solve)

- Develop a positioning statement. Ensure it is unique, singular and sustainable.

- Document clearly the key supporting points (include both rational and emotional

reasons a customer would believe what we say or buy the product)

- Contrast with competitive products.

6. Campaign description

- Objective(s)

- What are the deliverables? Media: Size, colour, etc

- Timeframe

- Budget

- How will it be measured?

7. Support material

When giving the brief, try to include some of the following:

- Company style guidelines

- Examples of previous communications

- Tone and manner

- Supporting information; web site; photography; company logo.

Precis Marketing.  An agency that will understand your products, your markets, your

customers, your purpose.  From one-off graphic designs to international product

launches, call Andy on 08456 444567 to discuss your requirements.
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